. Reconstructing high-definition photo-realistic intensity images from pure events in end-to-end learning. Our events to superresolved intensity image reconstruction recovers more details with less artifacts in comparison to recent methods of EG [23] and EV [17] .
Introduction
Event cameras have opened their path successfully to the computer vision and robotics society. Many new applications such as intensity frame reconstruction or recovering geometrical features such as optical flow or depth from the event stream have emerged [1, 18, 11, 3, 21, 22] . The new device requires a new set of algorithms for existing vision tasks.
The event camera represents the changes of intensity for a specific pixel location (x, y) as a plus or minus sign (σ) asynchronously by checking the amount of intensity changes with a predefined threshold. This stream-like representation, depending on the scene and camera movement, can achieve µs order of latency through accurate timestamps (t). It is expressed per fired event in the form of (x, y, t, σ). This device has gathered a lot of attention due to the high applicability in systems requiring high dynamic range outputs with low latency, and low power and low memory consumption constraints [15, 23, 17, 26, 5] . Moreover, event cameras can sense the events and intensity image on the same grid-line of pixels (usually the same size spatial resolution) and conveniently report both values [2] .
Unfortunately, most commercially available event cameras have relatively low resolution events for their efficiency. While others have focused on intensity image reconstruction, depth estimation, optical flow estimation, video synthesis, localization and ego-motion estimation, and vi-sual odometry, estimating super-resolved intensity images from pure events has been barely explored in the literature. Although the events can be transferred to intensity images and then converted to higher resolution images using existing super resolution methods [4, 20, 7, 14] , we aim to directly learn to estimate pixel-wise super-resolved intensity from events in an end-to-end manner. We demonstrate that this direct implementation improves the overall quality of super resolved images with less artifacts and rich details.
To our best knowledge we are the first to model superresolving event data to higher-resolution intensity images in an end-to-end learning framework. With the high frame rate of event stream we can generate super resolved frames both in terms of spatial and temporal resolution.
Related Work
We present a new task of directly estimating intensity images in a higher resolution directly from events, however to complete our overview, related work is divided into two subsections: event to intensity synthesis and image SR. Event to Intensity Images. Early attempts in showing the applications of event cameras included considering relatively short periods of the event stream data and direct accumulation of the plus or minus events in two colors as a gradient interpreted output [2] . Synthesising intensity images instead of that representation goes back to the task of simultaneously estimating the camera movement and mosaicing them as a panoramic gradient image [11] . In their setting the scene is static and the camera only has rotational movements. By utilizing Poisson integration they eventually transfer the gradient image to an intensity image. In [3] a bio-inspired network structure of recurrently interconnected areas was proposed to predict different visual aspects of the scene such as the intensity image, optical flow, and angular velocity from small rotation movements. Bardow et al. proposed the joint task of estimating optical flow and intensity simultaneously in a variational energy minimization scheme in a challenging dynamic movement setting [1] . However, their method suffers from error propagation and also creates shadow-like artifacts on the intensity images.
A variational framework based on a denoising scheme that filters the incoming events iteratively was introduced [18] . They utilized manifold regularization on the relative timestamp of events to reconstruct the image being able to create more grayscale variations in untextured areas.In [21] , an asynchronous high-pass filter was proposed to reconstruct computationally efficient videos. This framework was initially designed for complementing intensity frames with the event information but was also capable of reconstructing images from pure events.
The more recent trend in intensity image synthesis is using deep convolutional networks in which they are capable of creating photo-realistic outputs directly from the event stream [23] , [17] . They both follow a U -net structure [19] as the base network with modifications such as using conditional generative adversarial neural networks [23] , or using a deep recurrent structure (up to 40 steps) together with stacked ConvLSTM gates [17] . They further invested the possibility of reaching very high frame-rates and using the output intensity images for downstream applications.
Image Super-Resolution. Intensity image SR can be divided into single image SR (SISR) [4, 14] or multiple image SR (MISR) or also known as video SR [20, 7] . MISR uses a sequence of images over time therefore it generally is more successful in recovering missing details and higher frequency information. Since we have a stream of events over time video SR can be considered the most similar field of interest, although we aim to reconstruct one single image each time. Many of these learning based SR methods outperform previous methods by using deeper and wider networks while utilizing the power of residuals to prevent vanishing gradients [14, 7] . Many MISR techniques also use optical flow representations among the input images as a supplementary source of input to reach higher quality SR outputs [20, 7] . Inspired by these methods we design our SR sub-network as explained in Sec. 4.
Approach
We first assume that an event is a highly abstract representation of the underlying scene. The level of abstraction is higher than the same sized intensity image thus it requires to transfer accumulated information to a media with higher capacity such as a super-resolved intensity image for better visibility. It implies that a direct transformation from event to high resolution intensity images is preferred to generate high quality images than a pipelined approach of generating a low resolution intensity images from images followed by a super-resolving method, which leads to a sub-optimal solution.
We propose an end-to-end framework to generate the super-resolution images from event streams. Specifically, each part of the event stream stacked based on the number of events to contributes as a hidden state which transforms to some part of the whole scene, while the temporal relation between each of contributing stacks can be determined based on its optical flow. Beginning with event stacking strategy, we describe our network architecture.
Event Stacking Strategy
The raw stream-like representation of events cannot be directly used as an input for the network as it is sparse in spatial domain and needs preparation. Following the stacking notations in [23] , we mainly use the stacking based on the number of events (SBN) as it follows the intrinsic logic of the event camera. This stacking allows us to create a very Figure 2 . Network structure of our event to super-resolved intensity image framework. The input stacks SBNn+m and the central stack SBNn are given to the FNet to create the optical flow (Fn+m). The flow and stacks are concatenated and given to the EFR to rectify the event features. Its output REn+m is given to SRNet together with the previous state (Staten) to create intensity-like outputs In+m and the next state (Staten+m). All intensity-like outputs are concatenated and given to the mixer (Mix) network which creates the final output (On). Finally, the output is compared to the training GT using the similarity loss (Sim) which includes perceptual similarity (PS) network and the 1 norm to create the final error (Err). high frame rate by changing the amount of events fed to each stack and also the amount of shared events overlapping between each stack over time. Note that any event stacking method can be used in our framework although very recent works show it is beneficial to invest in the stacking methods [5, 22] which we will in future.
In our dataset we synchronized the starting point of the event stack at the same timestamp of the APS image and used past and future events from that point to make the rest of the wanted stacks as shown in Fig. 2 . At inference, we can start from an arbitrary point in the event stream since the APS frames are not required.
Theoretically, since the network learns the relations from a lower scale abstract representation to a higher one, the relative size of the training pairs is important, not the absolute size. We empirically use 2, 500 events per stack in which each stack is a combination of 3 channels. This follows the average number of events in stacks that where able to show visually plausible outputs while keeping fine details. We change this number accordingly for our experiments with larger resolution event inputs. Since the network is trained on many diverse scene movements which creates different amount of local events, the network is robust to the chosen number of events per stack at inference.
Network Architecture
We have three principles in our architecture design. First, (1) defining the objective and designing based on the characteristics of the input and targeted output. The event stream holds all the information from the parts of the scene that have had enough gradient to trigger positive or negative event thresholds. That is the reason that some parts of the scene might not be visible near the timestamp we intend to reconstruct the intensity image. Furthermore, the event stream itself is actually a continuous sequential representation of the captured scene. Therefore a network that can handle a sequence-like stream recurrently will be more effective. In such network, each stack can contribute partially to the overall output. Accordingly, we propose a recurrentbased network architecture as expressed in Fig. 2 , where we further visualize its inputs, intermediate optical flow, and intensity-like results plus the final output as Fig. 3 . Although this diagram specifically visualizes our method when having three stacks (3S) as the input sequence, it can be generalized to any number. The three stacks are: the stack containing the APS timestamp SBN n , the stack after it SBN n+m and the stack before it SBN n−m .
Suppose a stream of events starting from the timestamp of the nth APS frame (GT intensity image). Each stack has M (e.g. 2, 500) events and its end location m will vary on the timeline of events based on the amount of time it is required to fire M events. SBN n is the the stack having M/2 events before and M/2 events after this location. This is the second stack from the sequence of three which is fed given to the network after SBN n−m and we call it the central stack since the predicted intensity output will have the most resemblance with this stack and also each previous or next stack is compared to this stack when predicting the optical flow by F N et. The next two stacks are M events away from the end of the previous stack (M/2) if no overlap (L = 0) is considered as the stacks of Fig. 3 . We can also have overlapping stacks for creating higher frame-rates, in that case the end of the next stack will be M events after the center minus the amount of overlap (M/2−L). The previous or next stack is given individually with the central stack to the optical flow estimation network (F N et) to predict the optical flow (F n−m or F n+m ) between these two stacks.
The stacks of events infused with optical flow (by F N et) are concatenated and then rectified by an event feature rectifier (EF R) progressively. EF R perceptually acts as an event feature rectifying module and extracts features from the three concatenated inputs. The rectified event stack (RE n+m ) is then given to the SR network (SRN et). This network takes the previous state (State n ) together with the rectified events stack and creates the next sate (State n+m ) of the sequential model and a super-resolved intensity like output (I n+m ). This output together with the past and central intensity-like prediction (I n−m , I n ) is given to a mixer network that concatenates all the inputs and passes them through the final convolutional stage. Note that for the first hidden stage, the first stack is given directly to the EF R sub-network to create an initial State n .
In the best case, each stack contributes to detailed structures mainly from locations which contain events to the final output. The overall parts are then mixed in a final stage to create the output intensity image O n . When training, this output is given to the network known as the perceptual similarity network (Sim) to get one part of the optimization criterion's error (Err). Figure 3 . Overview of the proposed method. This example is based on third stack (SBNn+m), therefore the previous inputs, optical flow, and intensity-like outputs are faded. The APS frame is resized to the size of output (On) for comparison Now, we implement the next two principles in the detailed network design desribed in the rest of this section: (2) having a suitable hypothesis space in terms of the learned parameters which will be explained in the super-resolution network (SRNet Sec. 3.2.3) and (3) optimizing a taskspecific criterion (Sec. 3.2.5).
Flow Network
An unwanted downside of stacking the event stream is loosing the temporal relation among stacks. This can be recovered to some extent by using a sequence of the stacks with their inter-related optical flow. The event stack representation by itself can be a useful input to well-known learning-based optical flow estimation algorithms. We use [9] as our flow estimation network and call it FNet. Theoretically the chosen optical flow algorithm should not have much influence on the overall training procedure because this given flow representation acts as an input to the rest of the network. For that reason, this network is not necessarily required to be included as a trainable parameter and is excluded for reducing the number of parameters and easier convergence.
Event Feature Rectification Network
Another downside of stacking events is overwriting previous event information on fast triggering locations. This gives a blurry stack of events which later results in lower quality reconstructions. To prevent that, we concatenate two stack of events with the optical flow and give it to two convolutional layers called the event feature rectification subnetwork. Note that instead of concatenating a large combination of event stacks at once, we progressively fuse the stacks over the event stream to ensure maximum production of intensity features from the presence of each event. Furthermore, if two stacks have non-related events in a location visible to one stack only, it will still be used for the intensity reconstruction since we have concatenated all three inputs.
Super Resolution Network
It has been generally shown that stacked events are capable to be synthesized to intensity images through deep neural fields [23, 17] such as U -net [19] . We further extend the idea by using ResN et [8] with 15 blocks in depth with more filters and larger kernel size. Its main task is to create an initial SR intensity image state through the combination of transposed convolutional operations. We use large field of views as our patches inspired from the SISR network from [6] to create out rectified event feature to SR intensity output generator (RN et-C). Following the well-designed networks in MISR [14, 20, 6, 4] we utilize the power of residual learning for super-resolving features through the network.
We use the combination of three residual networks (RN et{A, B, D}) in which each contains 5 ResNet blocks containing two convolutional layers. These networks are less deep in comparison to RN et-C because they already hold feature-like representations from previous states and not directly from the event stacks. The output of RN et-A which also acts as an upsampling encoder is subtracted with the output of RN et-C to create an internal error state (e n ) which shows how much the current rectified event stack RE n+m contributes in comparison to the previous state State n as
This error is given as an input to RN et-B which acts as a general encoder. The output of RN et-B and RN et-C are eventually summed so the current input will have the most emphasise rather than the previous state as In an ideal setting, RN et-C adds new information to the previous state by adding missing details of the scene. If the new stack misses some information due to lack of camera or scene movement where no event triggers, the previous state holds that information through RN et-A as its hidden state. Further design parameters are included in the supplementary material.
Mixer Network
This sub-network is designed to collect the outputs (I i ) of the SRNet at different stack locations (i={n−m, n, n+m}) and give one final output intensity image (O n ) based on the center location (n). This network consists of a concatenator which concatenates all the outputs of the SRNet and then feeds them to a final convolutional layer to reconstruct the photorealistic intensity output.
Similarity Loss
The last principal to reach higher quality outputs is optimizing a task-specific criterion. Given a synthesized image (x) and its GT (y), the usual trend is training a network using an unstructured loss such as the 1 norm (which encourages less blur in comparison to 2). Which mainly results in smoothed edges with less high frequency texture in output images as
Therefore, we further leverage a criterion capable of compensating the lack of structure. The second loss is formed as the perceptual similarity (PS) metric [25] over the high level features of the input images instead of directly comparing them. Given a pair of images (x, y) to a pretrained network (e.g., AlexNet [12] ), the near end features (ŷ l hw ) of the L-th layer are extracted while its activations are normalized through the channel dimension (H l , W l ). Then each channel is scaled by vector w l , and the 2 distance is calculated. Finally the mean value is calculated across the image dimension (h, w) through all layers (l) to get the perceptual similarity loss as
We use the combination of 1 norm and PS as
Dataset
To make pairs of event and higher resolution intensity images, we can either use an event camera paired with an intensity camera and warp both to the same center of camera, or use an event camera that reports the intensity and event together in one device by considering the active pixel sensor (APS) frame as ground truth (GT). The event camera however needs movements of the scene or the camera to sense the scene. Under normal conditions, movements create motion blur on the intensity image. Furthermore real-world noise will have a different effect on intensity and events. Moreover the dynamic range of an event camera and an intensity camera are much different which one device might sense parts of the scene the other device misses. The combination of these reasons makes real-world sensing devices prune to major errors when used as the training source.
Furthermore, when working with the same resolution intensity and event device for creating low resolution (LR) event and high resolution (HR) intensity pairs, one might think of resizing the event data to a smaller value. This might work on the training set but when generalizing to the test set that does not have such resized inputs such as the original events of the event camera, the outputs will have much lower quality. The reason behind it is that subsampling algorithms leave unwanted traces on the event stack. This effect might seem negligible, but in a learning based solution, it leads to erroneous parameters. In our experiments subsampling the events resulted in a drop of almost 2dB in terms of PSNR. This is a crucial step to reach higher quality outputs for cross evaluating on other datasets which we set as a goal.
To create training dataset, we use the event camera simulator (ESIM) [16] To be immune to the mentioned downsampling flaw, we utilize a pair of cameras with different resolutions. The LR (event) camera has 64×64 pixels resolution and the HR intensity camera has 128×128 or 256×256 pixels based on the upscale factor (2× or 4×), both sharing the same camera center. To have exactly the same filed of view in both cameras without further warping requirements, the focal length is multiplied to the desired upscale factor when moving from the LR event camera to the HR GT intensity camera.
We created our dataset using 1, 000 different images placed on a planar surface while moving the cameras in 6-DoF on top using random trajectories and created almost 120K sequences of stacks. Different cameras can have different threshold values, therefore we randomly set the positive and negative threshold independently for each sequence to prevent the network from adapting to this parameter therefore being versatile to the input source. Although we train using simulated events, we experimentally show that we can fully transfer to real-world scenes without any fine tuning in a complete blind dataset transfer setting.
Experiments
We use PSNR in dB (logarithmic scale), the structural similarity [24] (SSIM) as a fraction between zero (less similar) to one (fully similar), and the mean squared error (MSE) for the quantitative metric for comparison in all experimental validations. We also use the perceptual similarity as a metric to evaluate the similarity of the high level features in two images (lower value means more similar). For each experiment, we train our network for 50 epochs (about 6 million iterations) on a cluster of 8 NVIDIA Titan-X GPUs.
Comparison with State of the Arts
We continue our experiments by comparing our method to recent methods. In addition to the created simulated sequences, we further test on a combination of four challenging and diverse real-world online available datasets [1, 15, 21, 26] expressed in this section and the supplement.
To be enable to show our performance, we first compare our intensity reconstruction to the top recent algorithms in this field. Then, we compare the task of SR as a downstream application to intensity image reconstruction. In our experiments, we abbreviate the High pass Filter method [21] as HF, Manifold Regularization [18] as MR, Event to Video generation [17] as EV and Event to intensity by utilizing GANs as EG [23] . We use seven challenging real-world sequences from the event camera dataset [15] .
There is a mismatch between the APS frame and the GT making the APS frame an unreliable source (refer to Sec. 3.3). But that is the best available data near the GT in many datasets. The mismatch has the more effect on direct distance-based metrics (PSNR, SSIM and MSE), therefore we only utilize the PS value for comparison in such cases. We use the sequences of [15] as a reference for intensity image synthesis.We follow the sequence split of [17] and use his reported numbers for HF, MR and EV. For EG, we used the author's reconstructed images and evaluate them. We downsample our results when comparing to the non super-resolved methods. Based on Table 1 , our proposed method has the lowest number in terms of PS which means we reconstruct intensity image perceptually better than the previous methods over each sequence and in average. It is noteworthy to mention that we only trained with synthetic data and reached the highest performance on real-world events through zero-shot transfer training on real-world events. The two runner up methods (EV and EG) also create semi-photo-realistic outputs and are both deeplearning based methods. Qualitative comparison among the top three methods are available in Fig. 1 and 6 . When qualitatively comparing these images, EG does not always follow the events and sometimes hallucinates non-related jittery artifacts. Although EV follows the events relatively better, it creates a shadow-like artifact that follows the events and darkens some areas of the scene. Furthermore, in EV the events themselves are quite visible sometimes as white or black dots. Our outputs are free from such artifacts.
EV is the runner up method that performs better than EG in most of the sequences and overall in average. Furthermore in the implementation of EV temporal consistency is utilized which enables using MISR methods easier. Therefore we only use the reconstructed images from EV to perform the SR experiments using their online available algorithm. We try the task of using reconstructed intensity images as an input to two recent SISR [4] and MISR [7] algorithms. We use 30 sequences from our dataset (explained in section 3.1) which were excluded from the training for testing purposes. In Table 2 , although using an intensity reconstruction algorithm in combination with other downstream applications might give acceptable results to some extent, however much higher quality results can be obtained when directly super-resolving from events. To get a more qualitative comparison on this combined scheme, we compare intensity reconstruction of EV and the combination of EV+MISR outputs on real-world and simulated sequences in the Fig. 6 . Our method reconstructs higher quality fine details from events.More results are available in the supplementary material.
We further perform experiments on the scenes from [1] in Fig. 5 and compare to EG and EV visually. In these sequences, we can visually approve the idea that mapping to a higher resolution grid can be beneficial for intensity image reconstruction. Through our strategy we can slightly reveal structure that is not visible when aiming for the same size resolution such as fingertipsor texture details.
Events

EG
EV Ours Events EG EV Ours Figure 5 . Qualitative comparison of our downscaled outputs to EV ands EG on sequences from [1] (without APS). Our method is able to reconstruct structural details from inputs as small as 128×128 pixels. More sequences are provided in the supplementary material. Figure 8 . Effect of loss function on reconstruction quality. 1 norm smooths edges, perceptual similarity (PS) adds structural details but also creates artifacts. The combination of 1+P S shows less artifacts while adding structural details.
Ablation Studies
We ablate the effect of different loss factors on image reconstruction quantitatively in Table 3 and qualitatively in Fig. 8 . All of our network ablation studies where performed only using simulated data with reliable high quality output intensity images. The 1 norm has higher quality metrics but leads to less visually sharp images. The PS loss creates images that look visually acceptable but with the downside of lower PSNR plus dot-like artifacts on regions with less events and on the edges. The combined loss gets the best from both and creates visually plausible images with a slight decrease in PSNR but overall improvement on other metrics. We evaluate the effect of the upscale factor (2×, 4×) and size of the sequence of stacks (3S, 7S) on the output intensity images in Table 4 . Comparing 3S and 7S is actually observing the effect of having a longer recursion on the sequences with more reliability on the hidden state. Theoretically this can be helpful for the case of synthesizing images Events EV Ours 2× APS Figure 7 . Expressing the robustness of our intensity image reconstruction in challenging scenes. When testing on diverse indoor and outdoor scenes with different lighting conditions and extreme HDR scenarios [21, 26, 15] , our method synthesizes more details while producing less artifacts in comparison to EV and the APS.Please zoom in and compare the suggested regions. directly from event stream since the camera can only view regions where enough movement from the camera or the objects in the scene are available. If an event belonging to some region only fires at a short period of time it can be easily neglected as we move away from that event through time. However unrolling on a larger recursion helps to keep that small amount of events effective for the final intensity image reconstruction. Increasing the scale factor does not necessarily improve the quality, possibly due to the inability of the algorithm to handle large spatial locations where no events exist. Although the MSE has decreased, but this goes back to the larger number we get in the denominator related to the size of the image and not much related to the output quality. The next important factor is that using more stacks in a sequence actually improves the output quality specifically in terms of PSNR and PS. A larger sequence of stacks keeps short time firing events inside the hidden state, therefore increases the output quality. Our main limitation is related to the number of stacks in a sequence which at the moment was hard to pass due Ours(main) Ours(Duo Pass) APS Ours(Comp.) Figure 9 . Extensions of our method. Complementary (event+APS) SR or dual passing to complementary network after main synthesis (event only) is compared to the main method and APS frame for reference.
to GPU memory shortage. Failure cases are mainly related to missing background details over long trajectories when the foreground objects have rapid movements. In such sequences, our method can only recover parts of the scene that are in a limited time distance to our central stack. Sample outputs are showcased in the supplementary material.
Extensions
We further extend the idea of using the APS frame and events as complementary sources [21] as synthesizing a super-resolved intensity images using our framework. In a separate setting, we trained the initial state of network with the LR APS frame (as the central stack) and gave the events as its consecutive following stacks. In this manner the network learns to add higher resolution details to the LR intensity input. The problem with this framework is that the network is sensitive to the input image and if the input LR image is blurred or noisy it will be propagated to the final reconstruction. To solve that shortcoming, we implemented another follow-up approach as double passing. We give the output of our original approach and create intensity images from pure events. Then as the second pass, we use the newly mentioned complementary application and pass the synthesized intensity image to it. In this way, we are able to further recover HR details that the first pass misses. A sample output of each extension is shown in Fig. 9 . Please refer to the supplementary material for more details.
Conclusion
We present the new task of directly reconstructing higher definition intensity images from pure events and propose a robust learning based solution to it. Our demonstration shows superior outputs in comparison to reconstructing the same size resolution outputs or creating low resolution images and super-resolving them as downstream applications. Targeting for a higher size canvas is beneficial for recovering small details when utilizing deep neural fields for event to intensity image estimation. Figure 10 . SRNet in detail components. Colors following Fig. 4 A. Design Parameters for SRNet (Section 3.
2.3)
In Fig. 10 , the text in each box indicates layer type, number of filters, kernel size, stride and padding respectively (e.g. Conv 64/3/1/1). The projection-wise setting of the recurrent residual modules follows the well-known iterative procedure for super-resolving multiple LR features called back-projection [10] . Although the original back-projection algorithm was proposed for known relative displacements, the idea of mapping a HR representation back to the LR feature is improved and integrated in recent SR techniques [20, 6, 7] . We adopt the idea to design our SRN et; more specifically RN et-B performs back-projection from RE m+n to State n for producing the residual RN etB(e n ).
B. Additional Comparative Results to the State of The Arts
We present more results on real-world and simulated sequences in Fig. 11, 12 and 13.
C. Additional Ablation Studies
C.1. Optical Flow
Stacking events by definition causes loss of temporal relations among events. Therefore we utilize FNet in our design to recover that loss by infusing optical flow by following that optical flow has been used in recent MISR techniques for inter-relating images over a sequences [20, 7] . In order to show the usefulness of optical flow on our intensity reconstruction, we ablate its effect by removing it as shown in Table 5 . The base network is design for 4× scale and 3S stacks with 1 norm only as the optimization criterion.
C.2. Effect of Number of Events Per Stack
The number of events in each stack affects the output reconstruction as shown in Fig. 14. When the number of event are around 2, 500 events for image sizes of 240×180 the output is generally in a reasonable quality and is even robust to accepting more events or missing less. However, adding much more events creates shadow-like outputs or blurred regions. Having much less events results in faded regions due to lack of information. Depending on the scene complexity, more or less events will be required.
To prevent overriding events in cases such as the shapes on bottom last row we stop adding events to the stack if a specific pixel gets overwritten more than 50 times and continue with the next stack in the sequence. This is the general automated process while hand-tuning this number might get better results for specific cases.
These examples further show that the APS frame is not a good reference for comparing the reconstruction of events in terms of low dynamic range, motion blur and locations where events exist and there is no intensity details corresponding to it (under the table in the 3rd row) or locations where image details exist but no events have fired (tape and paper detailed areas around the shapes in the last row).
D. Details on Extension Applications
D.1. Complimentary
The complementary extension uses the available APS frame and the events together to make a higher resolution intensity image by fusing the best from both sources. The training process for the main manuscript's method is shown for seven stacks in a sequence (S7) in the green section of Events EV EV+SR 2× Ours 2× APS EV EV+SR 2× Ours 2× APS Figure 11 . Additional comparison between direct event to SR intensity (ours) and event to image to SR intensity in a hierarchical manner (EV+MISR) on a simulated sequence. (In addition to the Fig. 6 ) Events EG EV Ours Events EG EV Ours Figure 12 . Additional comparison between EV, EG and our results on sequences from [1] (In addition to the Fig. 5 ).
EV EV 2×
Ours 2× APS Figure 13 . Intensity reconstruction in the presence of background noise from far away objects. (In addition to the Fig. 7 ) Fig. 15 . The central stack is highlighted in the middle (SBN 3 ). The complimentary training also follows the same process but instead of events as a central stack it has the low resolution version of the GT. This time each previous or next stack will be fused with the LR GT (APS) and fed to the network. At inference each event frame will add further HR details to the LR APS frame creating a super-resolved high quality output. Further results are shown in Fig. 16 . If we use the APS frames we can only reach up to the frame rate of the APS. Furthermore, if the LR APS is noisy and blurry, this effect will be propagated to the output image.
D.2. Double Passing (Duo Pass)
The complimentary method is not pure event based and requires LR APS frames. However our main method is able to produce high quality intensity images from pure events without being effected by direct capturing noise or motion blur and is able to create crisp sharp edges. Furthermore, is we leverage the higher frame-rate creation algorithm we are not limited to any frame-rate and can create arbitrary APS
Ours 1K
Ours 5K Ours 10K Events 1K Events 5K Events 10K Figure 14 . Effect of the number of events on reconstruction quality. APS frame shown is for reference. frame-rates. Therefore, if we utilize these outputs as the LR images in the complimentary extension, we can solve the noise and blur propagation and remove the frame-rate limitation. As in Fig. 15 , we just place the central stack (or frame) of the complementary method with the synthesised intensity image of our main method. We call this method double passing (Duo-Pass) as expressed in Fig. 16 .
E. Limitations and Failure Modes
Since the largest number of stacks in a sequence we implemented was S7, we are not able to currently recover all of the farther events in a sequence. Therefore our algorithm misses some background detail when fast foreground moving objects fire events. We are limited to the number of GPUs at our current implementation, but have plans to implement longer sequences. Fig 17 expresses a sample condition shown in a sequential manner over time.
Furthermore if the events in a stream are noisy or dead pixels exist our method will create blurry artifacts in the presentation of those events. Parts of the stream used in Fig. 18 suffer from blurry artifacts.
The final reconstruction artifacts are attributed to the lack of events when the camera movement is parallel to the scene structure, therefore events will not fire. This artifact is generally available in all reconstruction methods based on pure events where we mention it for the sake of completeness. This artifact is shown in Fig. 19 .
F. Extension to Video Reconstruction
We present our reconstructed images in a sequential manner to create a video. Our method does not focus on video reconstruction and mainly aims for single images, therefore the temporal consistency between frames are not always held. We utilize the method of [13] for creating the temporal relations among the intensity images and show it in the accompanied video.
G. Discussion on Overlapped Stacking and
Higher Frame-rates (Section 3.1).
Based on the representation of the event stream stacked over time in Fig. 3 of the main paper, we are able to change the amount of overlap for stacking. This is expressed in Fig. 20 where the location of APS frames are shown and events can cover different amount of the time-line as stacks Figure 15 . Main and complimentary (Comp.) scheme with S7 stacks in a sequence. The central stack is highlighted in the middle and all other stacks will be compared to this stack fore optical flow creation. By putting the main network's output from pure events as a LR input (central stack) for the Comp. network we can have the Duo-Pass network which can add more details to the original intensity image.
Ours Main
Ours Duo-Pass APS Ours Comp. Ours Main Ours Duo-Pass APS Ours Comp. Figure 16 . Further results of our main and extension methods: double passing (duo-pass) and complementary processing (comp.) using real-world events. Regions in the colored boxes are zoomed 20× for comparison. APS frames that where very dark are histogram equalized for visualization only. Very high quality outputs can be achieved when complementing APS frames and events.
based on how fast the events are fired which is related to the camera or scene speed movement. This means that the size of the colored stacks or the overlaps are not necessarily equal to each other. Two stacks can have common events up to one single event. Unlike stacking based on time, stacking based on number of events (SBN) can consume different amount of time per stack which is related to the amount of events triggered from the scene. Furthermore it might even surpass the location of the previous or next APS frame location and is not bound to it. This overlap is useful when the scene movement is high and prevents short-time fired events be less effective by having them in more than one stack over the total sequence of stacks. In Fig. 20 the location of the APS is shown (as diamond shape) since it plays the role of the location where our reconstruction will be located on the time-line and is not used in any part of the reconstruction. At training the APS can be used as GT for training the network but at inference since it is not required to have the APS we can set an arbitrary point (shown as green circles) as the start point of our stack sequence. This point can have any wanted distance with the previous point making our algorithm to be t0 t1 t2 t3 Figure 17 . Forgetting background details in rapid object movement.
Events
Reconstruction APS Figure 18 . Foggy edges in the presence of noisy events.
Reconstruction APS Figure 19 . Blur artifact due to lack of events. Figure 20 . Stacking for training with regards to the GT (AP S0) frame (S0 is the center stack). For testing any center point can be chosen however the naming of the next (+) or previous (−) stacks with regards to the center stack remains the same. The stacking can have overlapping events (Common Stacks CS) or be separate (Separate Stacks SS).
able to theoretically have have unlimited frame rate. However the output reconstructed image will be almost identical to the previous image if the location are much nearby making the stacks have less difference. Therefore we recommend empirically to have at least a few hundred separate events over the stream. This extends our scheme from spatial only to space-time super-resolution, i.e., creating higher frame-rates together with larger size outputs.
